NORTHSTAR EQUIPMENT

1/16/18

DISCOUNT 10% PLUS FREIGHT ALL ITEMS

NORTHSTAR SLAB ROLLERS

HEAVY DUTY MODELS PKG.
SUPER SERIES
PRICE
SUPER 24 PKG.
$1,389.99
SUPER 30 PKG.
$1,749.99
SUPER 36 PKG.
$2,159.00
LIGHTER DUTY MODELS
STANDARD SERIES PRICE
24"
#550
$949.99/Pkg.
30"
#551
$1,049.99/Pkg.

North Star Slab Rollers are made in two series: The Standard series used by
hobby potters and students everywhere and the massive Super series, at
home in industrial, institutional and production settings around the world.
The most obvious differences are these: Standard machines are made in ‘18",
24" and, 30" widths. They have rolls 2 1/2" in diameter, tables are 48" long
with the roller in the center and the handle drives the bottom roll directly.
Super machines are much heavier, tables are 72" long, rolls are 4" in
diameter, there is a 4.33:1 steel gear reduction between handle and roll. They
are made 24", 30" and 36" wide, and they come only with a Wagon Wheel
handle.
All North Star machines have two rolls, much like the wringer of an oldfashioned washing machine. Both rolls have a small diamond pattern
(“knurling”) machined directly into the metal to grip the canvas. The bottom
roll is turned by the handle, but cannot move vertically. As it turns, it drives
the top roll through a train of gears. The upper roll both turns and can be
adjusted up and down. The two rolls turning together pull slabs through
easily, and the vertical adjustment of the top roll gives an easy-to-set and
infinitely adjustable thickness from paper-thin to over 2 inches. A reference
scale allows setting and repeating openings to within 1/100 of an inch.
The design gives great flexibility in making slabs. Very thin, translucent
porcelain slabs and thick, heavily textured architectural slabs are equally
easy. A wide variety of other texturing materials and objects can be passed
through the machine along with the clay. Slabs can be rolled either direction
or reversed on all North Star machines.

* Package includes Leg Kit ** Table Tops Available Seperately

Slab Rollers Heavy Duty

Price

36”Slab Roller
(with canvas and wagon wheel handle)

$1,549.99

500-CT 24” SlabRoller with
$795.99
counter top table mount, handle & canvas.

30”Slab Roller
(with canvas and wagon wheel handle)

$1,239.99

500 24” Slab Roller with handle &
canvas only.

$649.99

24”Slab Roller
(with canvas and wagon wheel handle)

$1,139.99

CT-503 30” SlabRoller with
counter top table mount, handle &
canvas

$897.99

** Additional Models not Listed.

PORTABLE SLAB ROLLER 18”
Over 4' long, yet lightweight and easy to
carry (it takes only one trip to carry the
table& the roller.) Roller and table weigh
less than 50lbs.

PRICE

$599.99

Slab Rollers

Price

503 30” Slab Roller with handle & canvas.

$749.99

STUDIO & CLASSROOM WORKTABLES
These very strong worktables can support 600
lbs on each surface for a total of 1200 lbs.
Here again, versatility is North Star’s
hallmark. They can be ordered; with or
without the bottom shelf. They can be ordered
with one or two end wings or as shown here
without end wings. Several tables can be
locked together using spacer kits which can be PRICE $549.99 w/ Bottom Shelf
furnished at no charge. Overall dimensions of
$399.99 w/o Shelf
table as shown: 50" long x 28" wide x 36"
Blank Wing $139.99
high.

Bucket Wing $149.99
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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